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	Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to Macro, 9789400754638 (9400754639), Springer, 2012

	This book contains a collection of papers that were presented at the IUTAM Symposium


	on “Computer Models in Biomechanics: From Nano to Macro” held at Stanford University, California, USA, from August 29 to September 2, 2011.


	It contains state-of-the-art papers on:


	- Protein and Cell Mechanics: coarse-grained model for unfolded proteins, collagen-proteoglycan structural interactions in the cornea, simulations of cell behavior on substrates


	- Muscle Mechanics: modeling approaches for Ca2+–regulated smooth muscle contraction, smooth muscle modeling using continuum thermodynamical frameworks, cross-bridge model describing the mechanoenergetics of actomyosin interaction, multiscale skeletal muscle modeling


	- Cardiovascular Mechanics: multiscale modeling of arterial adaptations by incorporating molecular mechanisms, cardiovascular tissue damage, dissection properties of aortic aneurysms, intracranial aneurysms, electromechanics of the heart, hemodynamic alterations associated with arterial remodeling following aortic coarctation, patient-specific surgery planning for the Fontan procedure


	- Multiphasic Models: solutes in hydrated biological tissues, reformulation of mixture theory-based poroelasticity for interstitial tissue growth, tumor therapies of brain tissue, remodeling of microcirculation in liver lobes, reactions, mass transport and mechanics of tumor growth, water transport modeling in the brain, crack modeling of swelling porous media


	- Morphogenesis, Biological Tissues and Organs: mechanisms of brain morphogenesis, micromechanical modeling of anterior cruciate ligaments, mechanical characterization of the human liver, in vivo validation of predictive models for bone remodeling and mechanobiology, bridging scales in respiratory mechanics
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Environmental Nanotechnology: Volume 2 (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World, 21)Springer, 2018

	
		This is the second volume on Environmental Nanotechnology. The first chapter discusses the synthesis of nanomaterial and mainly the green synthesis of inorganic nanomaterials. Furthermore, a comperative discussion about resistive and capacitive measurement of nano-based biosensor is reviewed and the efficient delivery of...



		

Beginning Modern Unix: Learn to Live Comfortably in a Modern Unix EnvironmentApress, 2018

	
		Discover how to leverage modern Unix even if you’ve never worked with Unix before. This book presents everything in conceptual terms that you can understand, rather than tips to be committed raw to memory.

	
		You will learn everyday tasks ranging from basic system administration?partitioning and mounting filesystems,...



		

Adrenal Glands: Diagnostic Aspects and Surgical TherapySpringer, 2005

	- Over 200 exquisite illustrations, ranging from intraoperative photographs, line drawings, diagnostic images, pathology slides, tables and graphs are available to make each case discussed comprehensible and easy to follow. 


	- Traditional and novel therapeutic recommendations are introduced and the latest developments in...





	

Learning Bulma: Understand How to Develop Responsive, Mobile-first Websites Using This Impressive, Modern FrameworkApress, 2019

	
		Learn to use Bulma in your HTML file by applying easy-to-understand practical examples to create responsive and mobile-first websites.

	
		Featuring  a step-by-step approach, this book encourages you to modify its code examples and review the changes produced in the output, to thereby reveal the subtle nuances of this...



		

Instructional Design in the Real World: A View from the TrenchesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
Over the past few years, traditional instructional design systems have been adapted and modernized to work within environments other than academia. The environments and systems that affect the analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation processes have been expanded from just an educational environment to encompass corporations,...


		

RavenDB 2.x beginner's guidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Build high performance NoSQL .NET-based applications quickly and efficiently


	Overview

	
		Build high performance NoSQL .NET based applications with step-by-step practical examples
	
		Master advanced RavenDB indexes and queries
	
		Create objects in .NET and map them to RavenDB
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